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1．适用范围（Application）：  消费电子 

 

此承认书仅适用本公司，交付于    SHENZHEN BBIEN TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD 

                                  

This file is provided by Shenzhen bbien technology Co.,Ltd only.                             
n-Bi-Ag 179degree lead free soft solid BBIEN LF-05 solder wireSn64Bi35Ag1 

Introduction for Sn64Bi35Ag1 Solder Wire 

BBIEN LF-05 Tin-Bismuth-silver(Sn64Bi35Ag1)solder wire, with a melting point of 179 degrees Celsius, is 

ideal for soldering of temperature sensitive components. Supplied as a solid core (no inner flux core) lead free 

solder wire, this solder gives good wetting and solder flow. Packaged as a 200g,250g,500g and 1000g both 

spool packing and box packing,this solder wire we recommend using with the flux gel to promote increased 

rapid wetting. 

Brief Introduction for BBIEN 

BBIEN is specialized in soldering industry from 2000, known as a experienced solder wire,Pb free and lead 

solder wire manufacturer,whose products are made in China,since then,BBIEN pays high attention to 

Research and Development,continuous technical innovation for bismuth solder 

wire,Sn-Bi,Sn-Bi-Ag,Sn-Cu,Sn-Ag-Cu industry,until now,we accumulate much valuable experience,six 

senior solder paste engineers operate a specialized reflowing solder paste production. 

Purity and chemistry component 

Specification Sn64Bi35Ag1- no flux core solder wire 

Appearance Lucent,no dirt on surface 

Weight Net: 500g/case;1000g/case 

Chemistry component 

Elements 

Sn 

Ag 

Al 

As 

Sb 

Bi 

Cu 

Fe 

In 

Ni 

Pb 

Cd 

Au 

An 

Specification(%) 

63.0~65.0 

0.8~1.2 

0.005 

0.030 

0.050 

Remainder 

0.080 

0.010 

0.050 

0.010 

0.050 

0.002 

0.050 

0.0002 

Tested result(%WT) 

64.0 

1.0 

0.0003 

0.0060 

0.0148 

Remainder   

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0019 

0.0007 

0.0257 

0.0002 

0.0010 

0.050                                                                                     
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a.       The above concentration of specification are in % weight. 

b.       Single value listed are the maximum allowable standard. 

Flux content(%): 0 

Diameter of wire: 0.5mm,0.6mm,0.8mm,1.0mm,1.5mm and 2.0mm 

 

Physical feature of Sn64Bi35Ag1 solid solder wire 

 

The more information about Sn64Bi35Ag1 middle temperature meting lead free solder wire,please feel 

freely contact with Shenzhen BBIEN Technology Co., Ltd. 

 

Soldering Advantage 

Its clear residue allows easy inspection of solder joints and the very low spatter rate ensures board cosmetics 

and user comfort are maintained. All this translates to a safe and environmentally compliant product that is 

operator friendly while maintaining high levels of productivity. 

BBIEN LF-05 Sn64Bi35Ag1 made 0.5mm~2.0mm no clean soldering wire is recommended for use in any hand 

soldering application where high flux activity is desired. 

It was developed to provide superior wetting performance for hand soldering in the electronics industry. The 

chemistry is based on some of the same principles that have been safely used for years in mildly activated 

rosin fluxes. The use of LF-05 bismuth solder wire results in an extremely clear post-soldering residue without 

cleaning. The unique chemistry in Sn64Bi35Ag1 is also designed to reduce spattering common to most core 

fluxes. Sn64Bi35Ag1 can be used for both lead bearing and tin bismuth low temperature soldering. 

Application 

The BBIEN LF-05 Sn64Bi35Ag1 Pb free low temperature soldering wire is suitable for both manual and 

machine soldering of electrical and electronic components. The flux residues do not need to be removed. 

Sn64Bi35Ag1 lead free no clean solder wire is specifies compliance to the IPC J-STD-004B ROL0 standard.It 

is ideal for electronic assemblies used in tomotive, Consumer Electronics, Computer and peripherals, Mobile 

devices and all types of Au household appliance applications.As well as apply to High-precision medical 

instrumentation. 

Feature of Sn64Bi35Ag1 soldering wire 

Low temperature anti-oxygen satisfactory soldering joint and favorable fluidity.Solder joints are filled, and firm. 

Both RA and RMA are made in complicance with IPC J-STD-006 and JIS Z3283 class AA standards. All these 

solder flux can be dissolved in solvent, featuring a little smoke and very few splatters. 

Diameter: above 0.5mm(0.5mm,0.6mm,0.8mm,1.0mm…) 

Very fast wetting; Very low flux spatter  

Good spread characteristics 

Very low levels of fumes 

Clear non-tacky residue 

Provides good joint appearance 

Alloy 

component 

Melting 

point℃ 

Working 

temperature℃ 

Gravity 

g/cm
3
 

Rigidity  HB 

Conduct 

heat 

M.S.K 

Extend 

Mpa 

Extend 

rate 

% 

Conductivity  % 

Sn64Bi35Ag1 179 100~210 8.5~8.7 11~12 68 45 70-100 18.0 
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Halogen and Halide Free 

No flux core 

Performance Characteristics: 

Colorless translucent residues 

 Improves wetting performance 

 Excellent solderability and fast wetting to a variety of surface finishes 

Eliminates the need and expense of cleaning 

 Low smoke and odor 

Low spattering 

Compatible with leaded and lead-free alloys 

Classified as ROL0 per J-STD-004 

Compliant to Bellcore GR-78 

Sn64Bi35Ag1 soldering wire is low tendency of spitting, transparent residues and high thermal capacity, it 

produces very clean solder joints. As there is nearly no spitting, your soldering machine requires less servicing 

and you will have less shutdown periods. 

Availability 

Sn64Bi35Ag1 lead free silver soldering wire is available in a wide variety of types and sizes. 

1. Flux core type of solder wire and no flux core(solid) type of solder wire  

2. No clean type of silver solder wire 

3. Halogen-free type of solder wire  and haloids type of solder wire. 

4. Acid type of solder wire 

5. 0.1mm ultrafine solder wire  

6. Many sizes of 0.5mm…2.0mm solder wires are all available  

Flux core percentage are 0% 

Packing size 

The tin solder wire could be classified as reel packing and tube packing type. 

Each spool/roll holds the solder wire is 200g,250g,500g. 

Packing: 

Specification solder wire/solid soldering wire 

Appearance Bright alloy appearance 

Packing 

200g,250g,500g 500g,1kg per reel/bobbin； 

500g or 1kg per case; 

10kg/carton:40kg/carton  

Size of 10kg carton:36x18x8cm 

Size of 20kg carton:36x18x26cm 

Application notes 

Use a soldering iron tip size and form to suit the operation:  

small tips for soldering large components may prevent the formation of a joint or slow the process down.  

Select a solder wire diameter to suit both the soldering iron tip and the parts/components to be soldered. 

Soldering iron systems should provide sufficient heat to satisfy the requirements of the points above. A typical 

solder tip temperature would be between 138°C and 179°C above the liquidus temperature of the Sn-Bi-Ag 

alloy.  
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The ideal temperature to use is depending on how thermally demanding the assembly is. Cored solder wires 

can be provided in different grades of alloy so always ensures that you have selected the right gradefor the 

application. 

Cleaning 

BBIEN LF-05 Sn64Bi35Ag1 lead free solder wire’s soldering residues are non-corrosive, non-conductive and 

do not require removal in most applications. IPA will not clean the residues off the surface of the circuit board 

after the soldering process. 

Storage and Shelf Life 

The shelf life of NNIEN LF-05 Sn64Bi35Ag1 no clean solder wire is based on the chemistry of the flux core and 

the protective alloy covering of the wire. 

When stored in a dry, non-corrosive environment between 10°C-40°C (50-104°F), the shelf life of wire may be 

nearly  

Flux-cored solder wires alloys have a 1-3 year warranty from the date of manufacture. 

Over time, the surface of wire may lose its shine and appear a dull shade of gray. This is a surface 

phenomenon and is not detrimental to product functionality. 

Other information 

Payment generally with T/T;L/C at sight is acceptable,Western Union and Paypal are also available. 

OEM logo can be discussed with MOQ. 

Delivery time: within 7working days after confirming payment if quantity bellowing 10 tons 

Production ability: more than 80tons each month for normal diameter above 1.0mm,1kg/spool. Other sizes 

please contact BBIEN. 

Certificate: SGS,ISO9001:2008;RoHS,REACH  

Exported Countries 

Until now,BBIEN’S LF-05 SSn64Bi35Ag1 bismuth lead free no clean solder wire have been exported to many 

countries,e.g.Bulgaria,Ukrain,America,Korea,France,Germany…We are appreciated you are the next 

clients/cooperator with BBIEN. 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 
 

1、Product and Company Identification 

Product Name: Sn64Bi35Ag1 low temperature solder wire 

Packing: General 1kg/spool;40kg per carton  

Manufacturer or supplier：Hanon Technology Industry Limited  

ADD: OFFICE 3A,12/F,KAISER CENTRE,NO.18 CENTRE STREET,SAI YING PUN,HONG KONG                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

2、Products Information: above 

3. 

 

Important notes 

 

（acute）Inbibe： high temperature when heat(above138℃ upward),it will 

melt gradually. 

Eat：Sick up. 

Eye、skin：Protect skin and eyes when melting metal and high 

temperature  

Environmental Impact： It is NON DGR Goods kept in appropriate way 
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4、Fire Fighting Measures：  

Special Fire-Fighting Procedures：No 

Required Special Protective Equipment for Fire-Fighters：Firemen should wear exposure suit 

and air tank. 

 

5、Accidental Release Measures 

Personal Precautions：Prevent solder dross into eyes during using; ware the protective glasses 

and gloves if possible. 

Environmental Precautions： Prevent the solder or chemical dirt dispel with air and dispel with 

water,splashing matter put in airtight case. 

Methods for Cleaning：Use the tools that can’t cause light and equip clear up splashing down 

that prevent the powder dirt dispelling in air.  

 

6、Handling and Storage 

Handling： Unable recycling material,should check the product and scrap up,handing carefully 

the empty case that possible remain powder, chemical dirt or solding and will be dangerous,the 

person should read all the aphorism and defend measure on the case. 

Storage： Keep in airtight case, deposited in cool, and airiness area.Prevent physics damage 

away from heat and flaring resource. Smoking, eating and drinking is not allowed during 

working with this materials 

 

7、Personal Protection 

Personal Protection Equipment： 

˙Respiration：When producing into Hemihedral prevent small crystalline dirt veil （10-50 

times exposition）. 

˙Hand：Wearing all-sided observe press shield when in urgency. 

˙Skin & Body defend：Wearing defend gloves and cleaning long clothing. 

Hygiene Measures：No smoking in working area ,bite and sup.Must washing hands after work 
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and before bit and sup.  

 

8、Physical and Chemical Properties 

State of Substance： colorless liquid  Appearance：colorless liquid 

Color：colorless Odor：Monotony  

pH cost：Not fit for Boiling Point：extremly high (above500℃) 

 

 

Decomposing Temperature：Not fit for 

Flashpoint：  Not fit for  ℉ Not fit for  ℃  

Test：  Not fit for       

Test Methods：Open Slot     Closed Slot 

Self-Igniting Temperature：Not fit for  Explosion Limits： Not fit for  

Vapor Pressure：(21.1℃)：0  Vapor Density：No information 

Density：7.6 g/cm3 Dissolution： Not dissolve in water 

 

9、Stability  

Stability：Compose 

Possible Hazard Reaction Under Special Conditions： No 

Hazardous Decomposition Products：No  

 

10、Toxicological Information 

Acute Toxicity：It is NON DGR Goods 

Local Reactions：No  

Sensitivity： No 

 

11、Ecological information 

Possible Environmental Impact/Environmental Run-offs：No 
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Water poisoning：No 

Moving、biology pile：No 

 

12、Disposal considerations 

Disposal Methods：Not fit for 

No use or remain gas：Not fit for 

Urgency status：Not fit for 

 

13、Transport information 

International Transportation Regulations：57
TH

 IATA DANGEROUS GOODS REGULATION 

Apply for seaway,railway,airway and land transportation. 

UN Reference No.： Fit for 

Domestic Transportation Regulations： Preclusive according operation and notice proceeding 

about storage, should use hard container to pack, such as hard plastic carton. 

Special Transportation way：Airway or sea way is available 

 

14、Regulatory information 

Applicable Regulation：Labor safety saitation act、Poisoning defend statute, castoff clear 

 

15、Other information 

Ref. Document  
AIR PRODUCTS MSDS、INTERN TIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS 

GOODS CODE 

Department  
Dept. Name：Engineering Dept 

Hanon Technology Industry Limited 

 Title：Technician Name(Signature):Dr.Deng 

Phone No.    +86 075536852840 Sales E-mail:sales@bbien.cn  

Date Prepared 25th   Sep, 2016 Edit Date：25th,Sep , 2016   
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